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International bestselling guide to wood finishes. ?Easy to use, lavishly illustrated, and written by a

leading authority, this comprehensive book reveals how to apply new finishes and expertly restore

existing ones. ?Step-by-step instructions guide you through each process, from preparing the

surface and removing dents and scratches to French polishing, waxing, oiling, liming, spraying, and

applying crackle finishes. ?An illustrated directory section gives full instructions on appropriate

finishes for different types of wood to enhance the grain
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International bestselling guide to wood finishes. ?Easy to use, lavishly illustrated, and written by a

leading authority, this comprehensive book reveals how to apply new finishes and expertly restore

existing ones. ?Step-by-step instructions guide you through each process, from preparing the

surface and removing dents and scratches to French polishing, waxing, oiling, liming, spraying, and

applying crackle finishes. ?An illustrated directory section gives full instructions on appropriate

finishes for different types of wood to enhance the grain

This is a great little book that I will use as a reference well into the future. That's the only limitation it

has and someone who is considering the purchase of this title needs to be aware of its narrow

focus.While the first half of the book is a pretty good discussion of woodworking and wood



preparation, the second half of the book is where it will really fulfill it's purpose for most

woodworkers. But, be aware, this is not a woodworking theory book or a book that shares

anecdotes about woodworking on a broad scope. It is a reference book on wood finishes and it

should not be expected to be more.Once the basics of wood prep are covered the book is broken

up into chapters on numerous types of common finishes and applications. The instructions are

straightforward and clear. This is why I will be referring to this book often. Need to know the details

of an oil finish application? Turn directly to that chapter and follow the instructions. Need to know

how to apply a varnish finish? Turn to that chapter and you are on your way. I'm sure you get the

idea.This is a great book on a very narrow topic. In this topic it is very detailed and clear and as

such is a valuable addition to my library. Of note and not a critique at all; This book was published in

the UK and has a British turn of phrase and vocabulary. One example is the chapter on "Kitting out

your shop." Not a term used in the US. I had to stop and consider once or twice but there is no

problem with knowing where the author is going or what they are explaining.

Great book Lots of information

Being new to wood finishes I find the book very much informative and just what I was expecting.

After doing one piece of furniture I was very satisfied with the results. Hopefully the next one will be

a lot better. Thanks for a well written book.

Excellent.
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